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(57) Abstract: An electromagnetic induction power transfer apparatus (100) comprises:an inductive power transmitter (102), com
prising^ power supply with an active state and an inactive state, configured to switch between the active state and the inactive state
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mable load.



IMPEDANCE MATCHING FOR INDUCTIVE POWER TRANSFER SYSTEMS

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This Patent Cooperation Treaty patent application claims priority to U.S. Provisional

Patent Application No. 61/943,478 filed February 23, 2014 and titled "Impedance Matching

for Inductive Power Transfer Systems," the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein

in its entirety.

Technical Field

[0002] This disclosure relates to efficiency management for electromagnetic induction power

transfer systems, and in particular to systems and methods for augmenting the impedance of

an inductive power receiving accessory or inductive power receiving electronic device.

Background

[0003] Many portable electronic devices include one or more rechargeable batteries that

require external power to recharge from time to time. Such devices may include cell phones,

smart phones, tablet computers, laptop computers, wearable devices, navigation devices,

sports devices, health devices, medical devices, accessory devices, peripheral input

devices, and so on.

[0004] Some electronic devices may include an inductive charging system in lieu of a cable

or tethered charging system. In these examples, a user may place the portable electronic

device on an inductive charging surface ("dock") to replenish a rechargeable battery via

electromagnetic induction. In these systems, an electromagnetic coil ("transmit coil") within

the dock may inductively couple to an electromagnetic coil ("receive coil") within the portable

electronic device. By alternating or switching the current through the transmit coil, current

may be induced in the receive coil. The portable electronic device may be adapted to use

the received current to replenish the charge of a rechargeable battery.

[0005] Many portable electronic devices may enter multiple power modes during an

inductive power transfer. For example, a portable electronic device with a rechargeable

battery may switch, after a period of time, from a trickle charging mode drawing low power to

a constant current charging mode drawing relatively high power. Each of the several

operational modes may present a different load condition as seen by the inductive power

transmitter. In many cases, changing load conditions decreases efficiency of power transfer

between the transmitter and receiver.



[0006] Accordingly, there may be a present need for a system and method for efficiently and

rapidly delivering useful power to a portable electronic device across multiple power modes.

Summary

[0007] Embodiments described herein may relate to, include, or take the form of methods,

systems, and apparatuses for managing efficiency across an inductive charging interface.

Such embodiments can include an inductive power transmitter and an inductive power

receiver. An impedance controller may be coupled to the power receiving inductor and may

be configured to increase or decrease an electrical impedance of the inductive power

receiver in response to a change in a power requirement of a portable electronic device

coupled to the inductive power receiver.

[0008] Many embodiments may include a configuration in which the impedance controller is

configured to maintain the effective impedance of the portable electronic device from the

perspective of the inductive power transmitter at substantially the same value through all or

substantially all load conditions of the portable electronic device.

[0009] Further embodiments may include a configuration in which the impedance controller

may be a boost converter. In certain further embodiments, the impedance controller may be

a buck converter. Still further embodiments include one of a buck or boost converter

integrated within a bridge rectifier.

[001 0] Further embodiments described herein may relate to, include, or take the form of a

method of dynamically adjusting the impedance of an inductive power receiving apparatus.

For example, in certain embodiments, the method may include steps of determining the load

condition of the inductive power receiver and adjusting the receiver impedance.

Brief Description of the Figures

[001 1] Reference will now be made to representative embodiments illustrated in the

accompanying figures. It should be understood that the following descriptions are not

intended to limit the disclosure to one preferred embodiment. To the contrary, it is intended

to cover alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and

scope of the described embodiments as defined by the appended claims.

[001 2] FIG. 1 is a simplified signal flow block diagram of a sample inductive power transfer

system.

[001 3] FIG. 2 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically adjust receiver impedance.



[001 4] FIG. 3 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically decrease receiver impedance.

[001 5] FIG. 4 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically increase receiver impedance.

[001 6] FIG. 5 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically decrease receiver impedance.

[001 7] FIG. 6 is a simplified signal flow schematic of one example of an inductive power

transfer system adapted to dynamically change receiver impedance.

[001 8] FIG. 7 is a simplified signal flow schematic of one example of an inductive power

transfer system adapted to dynamically change receiver impedance.

[001 9] FIG. 8 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating example operations of a method of

dynamically adjusting receiver impedance.

[0020] The use of the same or similar reference numerals in different drawings indicates

similar, related, or identical items.

Detailed Description

[0021 ] Embodiments described herein may relate to or take the form of methods and

apparatuses for managing the efficiency of inductive charging interface. It should be

appreciated that the various embodiments described herein, as well as functionality,

operation, components, and capabilities thereof may be combined with other elements as

necessary, and so any physical, functional, or operational discussion of any element or

feature is not intended to be limited solely to a particular embodiment to the exclusion of

others.

[0022] Embodiments described herein relate to an inductive charging system that may

include an inductive power transmitting apparatus to transmit power and a portable

electronic device or accessory to receive power. Such electronic devices may include media

players, media storage devices, personal digital assistants, tablet computers, cellular

telephones, laptop computers, smart phones, styluses, global positioning sensor units,

remote control devices, wearable devices, electric vehicles, home appliances, medical

devices, health devices, sports devices and so on.

[0023] In many examples, when a portable electronic device is placed proximate a power-

transmitting inductor (e.g., "transmit coil") of an inductive power transmitting apparatus (e.g.,



"dock" or "charging station"), the portable electronic device may activate inductive charging

circuitry including a power-receiving inductor ( e .g., "receive coil") in order to communicate to

the inductive power transmitting apparatus that the portable electronic device is ready to

receive power. In other examples, the power-receiving inductor and/or the portable

electronic device may simply receive power, without prior communication, from the charging

station. By applying an alternating or other switched current to the transm it coil, current may

be induced in the receive coil. The portable electronic device may use the received current

to replenish the charge of the one or more rechargeable batteries.

[0024] Power management embodiments may take the form of adaptive power

management systems within both a transmitter and receiver of inductive energy. For

example, when a portable electronic device is placed proximate an inductive charging

station, the inductive charging station may activate inductive power transfer circuitry. At all

other times, the interactive power transfer circuitry may be completely powered off. In other

examples, the transmit coil may constantly transmit power. In such an example, when the

portable electronic device is placed proximate the transmit coil, the portable electronic

device may receive inductive power. In still further examples, the transmit coil may

intermittently transmit power.

[0025] In other embodiments, a power transmitting coil may inductively couple with a power

receiving coil. Upon coupling, the transmit coil may experience an increased load.

Accordingly, when the power requirements of a portable electronic device change, the load

experienced by the transmit coil may also change. For example, the portable electronic

device may include multiple power-receiving load conditions. As another example, when a

portable device is fully charged the load corresponding to that device can drop.

[0026] In one embodiment, the portable electronic device may at least intermittently or

occasionally operate in a trickle charging mode. In these embodiments, the portable

electronic device may direct power received from the inductive power receiver to an internal

battery at a relatively low current. Trickle charging may, in one example, be used to top off a

fully charged battery at a rate substantially equal to the self-discharge rate of the internal

battery. In another example, trickle charging may be used to replenish a substantially

depleted battery. For many battery types, trickle charging on substantial depletion may

lengthen the life of the battery. During trickle charging, the portable electronic device may

draw relatively low power from the inductive power receiver.

[0027] In addition, the portable electronic device may include a constant current charging

mode. In such embodiments, the portable electronic device may direct power received from

the inductive power receiver to the internal battery at a constant current. In many examples,



the current drawn may be higher than the current used for trickle charging the same battery.

In these examples, the portable electronic device may draw relatively high power form the

inductive power receiver.

[0028] As still another option, the portable electronic device may include a direct power

mode in which the components of the portable electronic device may be operated entirely or

substantially by power received from the inductive power receiver. In these embodiments,

the portable electronic device may include one or more components that may use varying

amounts of power. For example, some portable electronic devices may include a display

with a backlight whose power consumption may be a function of the brightness desired. In

another example, some portable electronic devices may include one or more processors

whose power consumption may vary between processing tasks. As still another example, an

electronic device may consume more power in an operative mode than a standby mode.

[0029] For each distinct power mode, the power consumption and thus the resistive load

presented by the portable electronic device may vary which may, in some cases, reduce the

efficiency of the power transfer. In many cases, the variance of the resistive load can be

subdivided, generally, into an operating resistive load portion and an instantaneous resistive

load portion. Together, the operating resistive load portion and the instantaneous resistive

load portion combine to make up the resistive load presented by the portable electronic

device.

[0030] In many examples, the operating resistive load portion may be larger than the

instantaneous resistive load portion. The operating resistive load portion can be defined at

least in part by the power mode of the portable electronic device. For example, a portable

electronic device can have a different operating resistive load when the portable electronic

device is in a trickle charging mode than when the portable electronic device is in a direct

power mode. In these examples, the portable electronic device can communicate

information regarding the operating resistive load to an inductive power transmitter, since, in

many cases, the portable electronic device switches between power modes relatively

infrequently.

[0031] The instantaneous resistive load portion may be defined, at least in part, by

asynchronous or otherwise unpredictable functionality changes of the portable electronic

device. For example, the instantaneously resistive load can increase when a display coupled

to the portable electronic device is enabled and on, for example when a user is interacting

with the device. In other examples, the instantaneously resistive load can increase when

one or more sensors of the device are operating. In other examples, the instantaneously

resistive load can increase when a timer of the device elapses causing the device to emit a



sound, provide a haptic response, illuminate a notification light, or illuminate the screen. In

other examples, the instantaneously resistive load can decrease when the device enters a

lower power mode after determining that the device is idle. Unlike the operating resistive

load, however, in many embodiments, it may be difficult for the portable electronic device to

communicate to the inductive power transmitter changes in instantaneous resistive load.

Accordingly, for many embodiments described herein, the portable electronic device may

internally, without communicating to the inductive power transmitter, account for

instantaneous resistive load.

[0032] Although many examples of instantaneous and operational load changes are listed

above, one may appreciate that these examples are neither limiting nor exhaustive.

[0033] In many embodiments, an inductive power transmitter may adjust one or more

characteristics of power transmission ( e .g., selectable and/or controllable duty cycle, voltage,

current, frequency, and so on) to improve efficiency of the transfer given the instant power

requirements of the inductive power receiver and portable electronic device. In many

examples, the reaction of the inductive power transmitter to changes in the power

requirements of the inductive power receiver may be somewhat delayed. For example, the

inductive power transmitter may require a communication from the inductive power receiver

before increasing or decreasing the power transmitted. These delays may, in many

examples, cause an inefficient amount of power to be transferred during the period that the

inductive power transmitter is confirming or otherwise discovering the power requirements of

the inductive power receiver. For example, the inductive power transmitter may transmit too

much or too little power for a period of time before the appropriate characteristics of power

transmission may be adjusted.

[0034] Accordingly, many embodiments discussed herein include an impedance controller

within the inductive power receiving apparatus. The impedance controller may dynamically

adjust the impedance of the inductive power receiver in direct response to changes in the

power requirements of the portable electronic device. In this manner, the inductive power

transmitter may see a continuous and consistent load, independent of instant changes within

the inductive power receiver or portable electronic device.

[0035] FIG. 1 is a simplified signal flow block diagram of a sample inductive power transfer

system . The inductive power transfer system 100 may include an inductive power transmitter

102 and an inductive power receiver 104. The inductive power transmitter 102 and the

inductive power receiver 104 may be separated by a gap 106. In many embodiments, the

gap 106 may be an air gap and/or may include one or more housings, such as a housing for



the transmitter and/or the receiver (examples of which include dock housings and device

housings).

[0036] The inductive power receiver 104 can be any suitable electronic device, such as a

wearable communication device, a wearable health assistant, a smart telephone, or a media

player. For example, the wearable health assistant can provide health-related information

(whether real-time or not) to the user, authorized third parties, and/or an associated

monitoring device. The device may be configured to provide health-related information or

data such as but not limited to heart rate data, blood pressure data, temperature data,

oxygen level data, diet/nutrition information, medical reminders, health-related tips or

information, or other health-related data. The associated monitoring device may be, for

example, a tablet computing device, phone, personal digital assistant, computer, and so on.

[0037] As another example, the wearable communications device may include a processor

coupled with or in communication with a memory, one or more communication interfaces,

output devices such as displays and speakers, and one or more input devices. The

communication interface(s) can provide electronic communications between the

communications device and any external communication network, device or platform, such

as but not limited to wireless interfaces, Bluetooth interfaces, USB interfaces, Wi-Fi

interfaces, TCP/IP interfaces, network communications interfaces, or any conventional

communication interfaces. The wearable communications device may provide information

regarding time, health, statuses or externally connected or communicating devices and/or

software executing on such devices, messages, video, operating commands, and so forth

(and may receive any of the foregoing from an external device), in addition to

communications.

[0038] The inductive charging system 100 may include an oscillator such as clock circuit

102-2 operatively connected to a controller 102-1 0 and a direct current converter 102-6. The

clock circuit 102-2 can generate one or more timing signals for the inductive charging system

100.

[0039] The controller 102-1 0 may be coupled to a power supply 102-4. The power supply

102-4 may be a direct current power supply, although this is not necessary. In certain

embodiments, the controller 102-1 0 may control the state of the direct current converter 102-

6, which may take power input from the power supply 102-4. In one embodiment, the clock

circuit 102-2 generates periodic signals that are used by the controller 102-10 to activate and

deactivate switches in the direct current converter 102-6 on a per cycle basis. The switches

may convert the direct current from the power supply 102-4 to alternating current suitable for

exciting a transmit coil 102-1 2 .



[0040] Any suitable direct current converter 102-6 can be used in the inductive charging

system 100. For example, in one embodiment, an H bridge may be used as a direct current

converter.

[0041] In some embodiments, an H bridge may not be required. For example, a single

switch may control the flow of current from the direct current converter 102-6. In this manner,

the direct current converter 102-6 may function as a square wave generator.

[0042] The time-varying signal or square wave signal produced by the direct current

converter 102-6 may be input into a transformer. Typically, a transformer such as those used

in the above-referenced tethered power transfer systems includes a transmit coil coupled to

a receive coil, with each coil wrapped about a common core. However, an inductive charging

system 100 as described herein typically includes a primary coil 102-12 and a receive coil

104-12 separated by a gap 106 and, in some embodiments, the respective housings

containing each coil. As illustrated, the transformer may not necessarily be a physical

element but instead may refer to the relationship and interface between two inductively

proximate electromagnetic coils such as a transmit coil 102-12 and a receive coil 104-12.

[0043] The foregoing is a simplified description of the transmitter and its interaction with a

receive coil 104-12 of an inductive power transfer system. The transmitter may be configured

to provide a time-varying voltage to the transmit coil 102-12 in order to induce a voltage

within the receive coil 104-12. Although both alternating currents and square waves are used

as specific examples, one may appreciate that other waveforms are contemplated. In such a

case, the controller 102-10 may control a plurality of states of the direct current converter

102-6. For example, the controller 102-10 may control the voltage, current, duty cycle,

waveform, frequency, or any combination thereof.

[0044] The controller 102-1 0 may periodically modify various characteristics of the

waveforms applied to the transmit coil 102-1 2 in order to increase the efficiency of the

operation of the power transmitting circuitry. The various modifications may be made in real

time, in a predetermined sequence, or may be fixed from time to time. One may appreciate

that specific modifications may be desirable for specific circumstances.

[0045] For example, in certain cases, the controller 102-1 0 may discontinue all power to the

transmit coil 102-1 2 if it is determined that the receive coil 104-1 2 is not be inductively

proximate the transmit coil 102-12. This determination may be accomplished in any number

of suitable ways. For example, the controller 102-10 may be configured to detect the

inductive load on the transmit coil 102-12. If the inductive load falls below a certain selected

threshold, the controller 102-10 may conclude that the receive coil 104-12 may not be



inductively proximate the transmit coil 102-1 ( e .g., close enough to the transmit coil to

receive power, or receive power above a threshold). In such a case, the controller 102-1 0

may discontinue all power to the transmit coil 102-1 2 .

[0046] In other cases, in one embodiment the controller 102-1 0 may set the duty cycle to be

at or near a resonance frequency of the transformer. In another example, the period of the

waveform defining the active state of the duty cycle ( e .g., high) may be selected to be at or

near the resonance frequency of the transformer. One may appreciate that such selections

may increase the power transfer efficiency between the transmit coil 102-1 2 and the receive

coil 104-1 2 and, accordingly, decrease thermal losses within the system .

[0047] In an alternate example, the controller 102-1 0 may discontinue all power to the

transmit coil 102-1 2 if a sudden spike in inductive load is sensed. For example, if the

inductive load spikes at a particular rate above a certain selected threshold the controller

102-1 0 may conclude that an intermediate object may be placed inductively proximate the

transmit coil 102-1 2 . In such a case, the controller 102-1 0 may discontinue all power to the

transmit coil 102-1 2 . Alternately, such a spike in inductive load may be used as a signal to

active inductive charging and thus to power the transmit coil 102-1 2 .

[0048] In still further examples, the controller 102-1 0 may modify other characteristics of the

waveforms applied to the transmit coil 102-1 2 . For example, if the receiver circuitry requires

additional power, the controller 102-1 0 may increase the duty cycle of the waveform applied

to the transmit coil 102-1 2 . In a related example, if the receiver circuitry requires less power,

the controller 102-1 0 may decrease the duty cycle of the waveform applied to the transm it

coil 102-1 2 . In each of these examples, the time average power applied to the transmit coil

102-1 2 may be modified.

[0049] In another example, the controller 102-1 0 may be configured to modify the amplitude

of the waveform applied to the transmit coil 102-1 2 . In such an example, if the receiver

circuitry requires additional power, the controller 102-1 0 may amplify the maximum voltage

of the waveform applied to the transmit coil 102-1 2 . In the related case, the maximum

voltage of the waveform may be reduced if the receiver circuitry requires less power.

[0050] The transmitter 102 portion of the inductive power transfer system 100 may be

configured to provide a time-varying signal to the transmit coil 102-1 2 in order to induce a

voltage within the receive coil 104-1 2 in the receiver through inductive coupling between the

transmit coil 102-1 2 and the receive coil 104-1 2 . In this manner, power may be transferred

from the transmit coil 102-1 2 to the receive coil 104-1 2 through the creation of a varying

magnetic flux by the time-varying signal in the transmit coil 102-1 2 .



[0051] The time-varying signal produced in the receive coil 104-12 may be received by a

direct current converter 104-6 that converts the time-varying signal into a direct current

signal. Any suitable direct current converter 104-6 can be used in the inductive charging

system 100. For example, in one embodiment, a rectifier may be used as a direct current

converter. The direct current signal may then be received by a programmable load 104-12.

[0052] In some embodiments, the receiver direct current converter 104-6 may be a half

bridge. In such examples, the receive coil 104-12 may have an increased number of

windings. For example, in some embodiments, the receive coil may have twice as many

windings. In this manner, as one may appreciate, the induced voltage across the receive coil

104-12 may be reduced by half, effectively, by the half bridge rectifier. In certain cases, this

configuration may require substantially fewer electronic components. For example, a half

bridge rectifier may require half as many transistors as a full wave bridge rectifier. As a result

of fewer electronic components, resistive losses may be substantially reduced.

[0053] In certain some embodiments, the receiver may also include circuitry to tune out or

reduce magnetizing inductance present within the transmitter. Generally, magnetizing

inductance may result in losses within a transformer formed by imperfectly coupled coils.

This magnetizing inductance, among other leakage inductance, may substantially reduce the

efficiency of the transmitter. One may further appreciate that, because magnetizing

inductance may be a function of the coupling between a transmit and receive coil, it may not

necessarily be entirely compensated for within the transmitter itself. Accordingly, in certain

embodiments discussed herein, tuning circuitry may be included within the receiver. For

example, in certain embodiments, a capacitor may be positioned parallel to the

programmable load 104-12.

[0054] In still further examples, a combination of the above-referenced sample modifications

may be made by the controller. For example, the controller 102-1 0 may double the voltage in

addition to reducing the duty cycle. In another example, the controller may increase the

voltage over time, while decreasing the duty cycle over time. One may appreciate that any

number of suitable combinations are contemplated herein.

[0055] FIG. 2 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically adjust receiver impedance. The inductive power receiver

200 may include a receive coil 210 that is coupled to a rectifier 206 which in turn may couple

to an impedance controller 212 that may output a direct current voltage to a variable resistive

load 214. In many examples, the receive coil 210 may be connected to a resonant capacitor

to facilitate resonance of the inductive power receiver 200 with the associated inductive



power transmitter. One may appreciate that upon resonance, power transfer efficiency from

the inductive power transmitter to the inductive power receiver may be increased.

[0056] The receive coil 210 may be coupled to a rectifier 206. In certain embodiments, the

rectifier may be a full wave rectifier, half wave rectifier, a passive rectifier or an active

rectifier. The rectifier 206 may be configured to convert an alternating current received from

the receive coil 210 to direct current useful to a portable electronic device. In many

embodiments, a filter capacitor 2 16 may be coupled to the output of the rectifier 206 to filter

certain noise from the output of the rectifier 206. In this manner, the filter capacitor 216 may

smooth the direct current output from the rectifier 206.

[0057] The rectifier 206 may be coupled to an impedance controller 212. The impedance

controller may be configured and adapted to provide for a constant or substantially constant

impedance as seen by the associated transmit coil through the rectifier 206 and the receive

coil 210 in response to a change in the load conditions exhibited by the variable resistive

load 214. For example, in certain embodiments, the variable resistive load 214 may be a

portable electronic device. As described above, the portable electronic device may exhibit

different load conditions for different functions of the portable electronic device.

[0058] For example, if the portable electronic device includes a display, the portable

electronic device may require more power (thus having a lower effective resistance) when

the display is enabled and on, for example when a user is interacting with the device. In

other examples, the portable electronic device may require more power (thus having a lower

effective resistance) when one or more sensors of the device are operating. In other

examples, the portable electronic device may require more power when a timer of the device

elapses causing the device to emit a sound, provide a haptic response, illuminate a

notification light, or illuminate the screen. In other examples, the portable electronic device

may require less power (thus having a higher effective resistance) when the device enters a

lower power mode after determining that the device is idle.

[0059] In these examples, the rapid transition between different load conditions can cause

the portable electronic device to exhibit rapidly changing impedance, which, as described

above, can substantially impact the efficiency of power transfer from a power transmitter to

an inductive power receiver.

[0060] In response to differing power requirements of the variable resistive load 214, the

impedance controller 212 may adjust itself to compensate. For example if the variable

resistive load 214 requires additional power at an established output voltage, the current

may increase and the load impedance may decrease. The impedance controller 212 may



react by increasing the load impedance to maintain efficiency. Similarly, if the variable

resistive load 2 14 requires less power, the effective load impedance will increase. The

impedance controller 2 12 may react by lowering the load impedance to maintain efficiency.

[0061] FIG. 3 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically decrease receiver impedance. The inductive power receiver

300 may include a receive coil 3 10 that is coupled to a rectifier 306 which in turn may couple

to a boost converter 3 12 that may output a direct current voltage to a variable resistive load

3 14 .

[0062] The boost converter 3 12 may operate to boost the voltage to the variable resistive

load 3 14 . In many embodiments, the conversion factor of the boost converter 3 12 may

dynamically change. For example, in certain embodiments, the conversion factor of the

boost converter 3 12 may be continually adjusted as the load presented by the variable

resistive load 3 14 changes. In this manner, the equivalent resistance of the circuit as seen

by the rectifier remains constant.

[0063] The boost converter 3 12 may be adjusted when the variable resistive load 3 14

exhibits especially high resistance, consuming relatively low current. By dynamically

adjusting the conversion factor of the boost converter 3 12 , the effective resistance ( e .g.,

impedance) of the variable resistive load 3 14 may be reduced.

[0064] In other examples, the voltage output from the boost converter 3 12 can be reduced

by dynamically adjusting the conversion factor of the boost converter 3 12 . For example, in a

first mode, the conversion factor of the boost converter 3 12 can be set to a first value greater

than 1.0. Thereafter, if the voltage output from the boost converter 3 12 should be decreased,

the conversion factor of the boost converter 3 12 can be reduced toward 1.0.

[0065] In many embodiments, a filter capacitor 3 16 may be coupled to the output of the

rectifier 306 to filter certain noise from the output of the rectifier 306. In this manner, the filter

capacitor 3 16 may smooth the direct current output from the rectifier 306.

[0066] One may appreciate that for direct current circuits, or direct current portions of

circuits, that the terms "impedance" and "resistance" are substantially interchangeable. This

is because absent alternating current, the reactance of the circuit may be substantially

negligible.

[0067] FIG. 4 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically increase receiver impedance. The inductive power receiver

400 may include a receive coil 4 10 that is coupled to a rectifier 406 which in turn may couple



to a buck converter 4 1 that may output a direct current voltage to a variable resistive load

4 14 .

[0068] The buck converter 4 1 may operate to reduce the voltage to the variable resistive

load 4 14 . In many embodiments, the conversion factor of the buck converter 4 12 may

dynamically change. For example, as with the boost converter as depicted in FIG. 3 , the

conversion factor of the buck converter 4 12 may be continually adjusted as the load

presented by the variable resistive load 4 14 changes. In this manner, the equivalent

resistance of the circuit as seen by the rectifier 406 remains constant. By dynamically

adjusting the conversion factor of the buck converter 4 12 , the effective resistance ( e .g.,

impedance) of the variable resistive load 4 14 may be increased.

[0069] In other examples, the voltage output from the buck converter 4 12 can be increased

by dynamically adjusting the conversion factor of the buck converter 4 12 . For example, in a

first mode, the conversion factor of the boost converter 4 12 can be set to a first value less

than 1.0. Thereafter, if the voltage output from the boost converter 4 12 should be decreased,

the conversion factor of the boost converter 4 12 can be increased toward 1.0.

[0070] In many embodiments, a filter capacitor 4 16 may be coupled to the output of the

rectifier 406 to filter certain noise from the output of the rectifier 406. In this manner, the filter

capacitor 4 16 may smooth the direct current output from the rectifier 406.

[0071 ] FIG. 5 is a simplified signal flow diagram of one example of an inductive power

receiver adapted to dynamically decrease receiver impedance. For example, the inductive

power receiver 500 may include an impedance controlling rectifier 506 that is coupled to a

variable resistive load 5 14 . The impedance controlling rectifier 506 may be a boost converter

in certain embodiments, suitable to boost the voltage to the variable resistive load 5 14 to

present the same effective impedance to the receive coil 5 10 .

[0072] In certain further embodiments, the impedance controlling rectifier 506 may be a

boost converter integrated within an active rectifier circuit. For example, the switches of the

active rectifier may be used as the switch element of the boost converter. In many

embodiments, the combination of the boost converter within the active rectifier may be

adapted to improve efficiency in a number of ways. For example, the use of switches for an

active rectifier in lieu of diodes for a passive rectifier reduces efficiency losses resulting from

the turn-on voltage required of each diode. In another example, the combination of the boost

converter and the active rectifier may reduce complexity and the number of components

required within the inductive power receiver 500.



[0073] A boost converter combined with an active rectifier may take a number of suitable

forms. For example, in one embodiment an active rectifier may include four switches S 1-S4.

In on typical example, S 1 and S3 may be on whenever the first terminal of the receive coil

5 10 is positive ( e .g., one half of a full wave or cycle) while S2 and S4 may be on whenever

the second terminal of the receive coil 5 10 is positive (e .g., the other half of the full wave or

cycle). In this manner, alternating or switched current may be converted to direct current

useful for the variable resistive load 5 14 .

[0074] However, in certain embodiments, the switch elements associated with the active

rectifier may be switched more frequently than once per half cycle. For example, S 1 may be

periodically closed for a particular portion of a cycle during which the first term inal of the

receive coil 5 10 is positive. When the switch S 1 is closed during the same cycle, the current

in leakage inductance may increase in response. When the switch S 1 is opened again

during the same cycle, a tuning capacitor may begin to collect charge. In this manner, with a

50% duty cycle of the active rectifier switches, the voltage may be doubled at the output of

the impedance controlling rectifier 506. At the same time, the load current may be doubled at

the input of the impedance controlling rectifier 506. In this manner, the effective input

resistance of the impedance controlling rectifier 506 and the variable resistive load 5 14 is

maintained constant.

[0075] In other words, that the leakage inductance of the receive coil 5 10 is used as the

inductor required of the boost converter. Similarly, the switches of the active rectifier may be

used as the switching element of the boost converter. Thus, by dynamically adjusting the

conversion factor of the boost converter associated with impedance controlling rectifier 506,

the effective resistance (e .g., impedance) of the variable resistive load may compensate for

changes in the power requirements of the variable resistive load 5 14 .

[0076] In still further embodiments, the switches associated with the impedance controlling

rectifier 506 may effectively ground both terminals of the receive coil 506 for a portion of

each cycle. In this manner, the impedance controlling rectifier 5 10 presents a lower

impedance to the leakage inductance, which in turn may increase the current, that may be

released to the variable resistive load 5 14 .

[0077] FIG. 6 is a simplified signal flow schematic of one example of an inductive power

transfer system adapted to dynamically change receiver impedance. For example, the

inductive power transfer system 600 may include a transmitter and receiver portion, each

including a transmitter coil 6 10 and a receiver coil 6 1 respectively. The resistor 6 14 and

inductor 6 16 represent a leakage inductance within the system 600. For simplicity of

description, certain unlabeled components of the inductive power transfer system 600 are



illustrated. One may appreciate that these elements, illustrated as ideal electrical

components, may represent electrical properties of one or more portions of inductive power

transfer system 600.

[0078] The turns ratio of the transmitter coil 6 10 to the receiver coil 6 12 may vary from

embodiment to embodiment, but may, in many examples, be optimized for transferring the

power required by the receiver portion. In still further examples, the receiver portion may

require the alternating current induced in the receiver coil 61 to be rectified to direct current.

Accordingly, the receiver portion may include a rectifier 606 that may, in some embodiments,

be a full wave rectifier. In many embodiments, the rectifier 606 may be a passive rectifier,

such as illustrated.

[0079] Coupled to the output of the rectifier may be an impedance controller, here depicted

as a buck converter 608. The output of the buck converter 608 may direct power to a

variable resistive load, such as a portable electronic device.

[0080] In these embodiments, the inductive power transfer system 600 may be optimized for

high impedance. The buck converter 608 may reduce the voltage and step up the current

through the variable resistive load. For example, when the variable resistive load is high, a

low frequency may be used to transfer power from the inductive power transmitter to the

inductive power receiver. Similarly, when the variable resistive load is low, a higher

frequency may be used. Efficiency of power transfer between the transmitter and receiver

may be optimized for all load characteristics of the variable resistive load. It should be

appreciated that a programmable boost-buck converter may be used in some embodiments,

in order to control the step down/step up of the converter. In some embodiments, the

programmable boost-buck converter may be dynamically controlled (for example, through a

feedback loop) to compensate for changes in the load. In some embodiments, a fixed buck

converter may be employed.

[0081] FIG. 7 is a simplified signal flow schematic of one example of an inductive power

transfer system adapted to dynamically change receiver impedance. As with FIG. 6, the

inductive power transfer system 700 may include a transmitter coil 710 and a receiver coil

712, the receiver coil 712 coupled to a rectifier 706 whose output is coupled through an

impedance controller 708 to a variable resistive load. However, as illustrated the rectifier 706

may be an active rectifier. For example, a controller (not shown) may be coupled to each of

the four switches illustrated in rectifier 706. The controller may selectively open or close one

more of the switches of the rectifier 706. In this manner, the switches of the rectifier 706 may

represent a synchronous rectifier. However, in many embodiments, the control signal of the



switches may be modified so as to boost the output voltage above what a conventional

active rectifier may be. Accordingly, the rectifier 706 may function as a boost converter.

[0082] As with FIG. 6, for simplicity of description, certain unlabeled components of the

inductive power transfer system 700 are illustrated. One may appreciate that these

elements, illustrated as ideal electrical components, may represent electrical properties of

one or more portions of inductive power transfer system 700.

[0083] FIG. 8 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating example operations of a method of

dynamically adjusting receiver impedance. The method may begin with the inductive power

receiver operable to receive inductive power from an inductive power transmitter. At

operation 802, inductive power may be received by the inductive power receiver. Thereafter,

at 804 the inductive power receiver may determine that a load condition has changed. For

example, the inductive power receiver may require less power. At operation 806, the

effective impedance of the inductive power receiver may be changed as a function of, or in

response to, the load condition determined at 804.

[0084] In the present disclosure, the methods disclosed may be implemented as sets of

instructions or software readable by a device. Further, it is understood that the specific order

or hierarchy of operations in the methods disclosed are examples of sample approaches. In

some embodiments, the specific order or hierarchy of steps in the method can be rearranged

while remaining within the disclosed subject matter. The accompanying method claims

present elements of the various steps in a sample order, and are not necessarily meant to

be limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented.

[0085] The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation, used specific nomenclature to

provide a thorough understanding of the described embodiments. However, it will be

apparent to one skilled in the art that the specific details are not required in order to practice

the described embodiments. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of the specific embodiments

described herein are presented for purposes of illustration and description. They are not

targeted to be exhaustive or to limit the embodiments to the precise forms disclosed. It will

be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many modifications and variations are

possible in view of the above teachings.



CLAIMS

We claim:

1. An electromagnetic induction power transfer apparatus comprising:

an inductive power transmitter, comprising:

a power supply with an active state and an inactive state, configured to switch

between the active state and the inactive state at a selectable duty cycle; and

a power-transmitting inductor coupled to the power supply; and

an inductive power receiver, comprising:

a power-receiving inductor, positioned inductively proximate the power-

transmitting inductor;

a programmable load; and

an impedance controller coupled to the power receiving inductor and

configured to increase or decrease an electrical impedance of the inductive power receiver

in response to a change in a power requirement of the programmable load.

2 . The power transfer apparatus of claim 1, wherein the impedance controller

comprises a boost converter.

3 . The power transfer apparatus of claim 1, wherein the impedance controller

comprises a buck converter.

4 . The power transfer apparatus of claim 1, wherein the impedance controller

comprises a synchronous bridge rectifier comprising:

an oscillator having a controllable duty cycle; and

a plurality of switches, each switchable at least in part in response a voltage polarity

of the power-receiving inductor and a voltage magnitude of the oscillator.

5 . An electromagnetic induction power receiving apparatus comprising:

a power-receiving inductor;

a programmable load; and

an impedance controller coupled to the power-receiving inductor and configured to

increase or decrease an electrical impedance of the power-receiving inductor in response to

a change in a power requirement of the programmable load.

6 . The power receiving apparatus of claim 5, wherein the impedance controller

comprises a boost converter.

7 . The power receiving apparatus of claim 5, wherein the impedance controller

comprises a buck converter.



8 . The power receiving apparatus of claim 5, wherein the impedance controller

comprises a synchronous bridge rectifier comprising:

an oscillator having a controllable duty cycle; and

a plurality of switches, each switchable at least in part in response a voltage polarity

of the power-receiving inductor and a voltage magnitude of the oscillator.

9 . A method of operating an inductive power receiver associated with a portable

electronic device, the method comprising:

determining a load condition of the portable electronic device;

receiving inductive power from an inductive power transmitter; and

adjusting the impedance of the inductive power receiver in response to the

determined load condition.

10 . The method of claim 9, wherein the operation of adjusting the impedance of

the inductive power receiver is performed at least in part by an impedance controller.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the impedance controller comprises a boost

converter.

1 . The method of claim 10, wherein the impedance controller comprises a buck

converter.

13. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

determining that the load condition of the portable electronic device has changed.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

determining that the load condition of the portable electronic device has increased.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising:

upon determining that the load condition of the portable electronic device has

increased, decreasing the effective impedance of the inductive power receiver.

16. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

determining that the load condition of the portable electronic device has decreased.

17 . The method of claim 16, further comprising:

upon determining that the load condition of the portable electronic device has

decreased, increasing the effective impedance of the inductive power receiver.

18 . The method of claim 11, wherein the impedance controller comprises a

synchronous bridge rectifier comprising:



an oscillator having a controllable duty cycle; and

a plurality of switches, each switchable at least in part in response a voltage polarity

of the power-receiving inductor and a voltage magnitude of the oscillator.
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